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The motivation for this project came from a discussion between and my thesis advisor 
about whether or not PinX1 is conserved across organisms. Dr. Janis Shampay argued that PinX1 
was conserved for differing definitions of conserved. In some ways, it was conserved in that it 
performed the same function, but how similar was the protein sequence and was it remotely 
similar in the regions of the protein that “do work”.  I decided to test this by performing multiple 
local alignments to create piecewise comparisons of each of the PinX1 from different organisms 
with my original human one. Each piecewise comparison would eliminate all the associated 
bases so that it couldn’t be used in another alignment, the end goal to determine which regions of 
the protein are most conserved, second most conserved, and third most conserved. 

 No data formatting was performed. I took a raw .fasta file downloaded from NCBI blast 
looking at a database of proteins that they considered to be PinX1 homologues, I downloaded 18 
sequences at random including human PinX1 and conducted piecewise comparisons. 

 The high level steps of my program are this: First is converts the .fasta file into a list of 
lists, where each item is a list of the name of the protein and its entire sequence. The program 
then takes this list of lists and conducts a function called piecewise. Piecewise performs a series 
of piecewise comparisons, creating local alignments between each organism’s PinX1 and 
hPinX1, which is essentially a series of local alignments.  Each of these local alignments is then 
processed and appended to a list called NewPins, which will be used for the scoring matrix.  
Each round of piecewise comparison is then checked for which bases were supplanted with X’s, 
which is stored in the scoring matrix. The entire process is repeated two more times and a 
scoring matrix is generated. The scoring matrix is then used to generate a graph using the plot 
line function and pylab to produce a line chart shown below which shows the relative 
conservation of each base. 



 

 

This data shows us that the regions of PinX1 which are considered to “do work”, residues ~250 – 
325 are not as well conserved as a different motif, the g-patch which is located in the early 
residues. While this sequence is known to be associated with protein regulation it was not 
believed to be associated with the main inhibitory function of the protein, which is interesting. 
Several things were slightly more expected, the end of the protein which is highly variable in 
length did not map onto other proteins well, nor did the first few residues which are truncated or 
extended in different proteins. There were also a few small regions in the middle of the protein 
which were very poorly conserved, consistent with the idea that those regions are not of great 
importance for structure of the protein. 


